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IntroductionIntroduction

Over half of Kentucky has Over half of Kentucky has karstkarst –– primarily defined by the presence of primarily defined by the presence of 
soluble (calcareous) bedrock at the surface.soluble (calcareous) bedrock at the surface.

The degree of The degree of karstkarst development in the state is a serious planning and development in the state is a serious planning and 
hazard issue that needs to be addressed on a statewide basis.hazard issue that needs to be addressed on a statewide basis.

Sinkhole CollapseSinkhole Collapse FloodingFlooding
EnvironmentalEnvironmental

IssuesIssues



Why a Kentucky Why a Kentucky KarstKarst Index?Index?

•• There have been many There have been many karstkarst classifications proposed over the years, but classifications proposed over the years, but 
most existing classifications are subjective and nonmost existing classifications are subjective and non--quantitative.quantitative.

•• Classification schemes bring order to a collection of observatioClassification schemes bring order to a collection of observations as an ns as an 
aid to understanding the mechanisms leading to those observationaid to understanding the mechanisms leading to those observations.  They s.  They 

can be utilized as planning tools.can be utilized as planning tools.

•• Recent objective classification methodologies use laborRecent objective classification methodologies use labor--intensive site intensive site 
specific data for evaluation, and most of these methods do not uspecific data for evaluation, and most of these methods do not use the se the 

types of data that are available statewide in Kentucky.types of data that are available statewide in Kentucky.

•• The completion of the Digitally The completion of the Digitally VectorizedVectorized Geologic Quadrangles for Geologic Quadrangles for 
Kentucky along with new efforts to inventory statewide Kentucky along with new efforts to inventory statewide karstkarst features now features now 
make it possible to evaluate the statemake it possible to evaluate the state’’s s karstkarst potential and development potential and development 

on a broad scale.on a broad scale.



Some Previous Classification MethodsSome Previous Classification Methods

•• DRASTIC DRASTIC –– EPA Groundwater Sensitivity.EPA Groundwater Sensitivity.
Hydrogeologic settings form the system and incorporate major Hydrogeologic settings form the system and incorporate major 

hydrogeologic factors that control groundhydrogeologic factors that control ground--water movement: water movement: depth to depth to 
water, net recharge, aquifer media, soil media, topography, impawater, net recharge, aquifer media, soil media, topography, impact of ct of 

the the VadoseVadose zone media and hydraulic conductivityzone media and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. of the aquifer. 
Hydrogeologic settings are combined with these factors to createHydrogeologic settings are combined with these factors to create units to  units to  

rank pollution potential.rank pollution potential.

Does not address karst issues effectively.Does not address karst issues effectively.

•• KARSTIC KARSTIC –– Adaptation of EPA methods to include karst Adaptation of EPA methods to include karst 
groundwater flow.groundwater flow.

Uses data not readily available in Kentucky.Uses data not readily available in Kentucky.



Some Previous Classification MethodsSome Previous Classification Methods

•• EPIK EPIK –– European method.European method.
Uses four attributes: Uses four attributes: epikarst, protective cover, infiltration conditions epikarst, protective cover, infiltration conditions 

and karst network developmentand karst network development, rating and weighting them. Vulnerability , rating and weighting them. Vulnerability 
depends on residence time of the water in very thick soil and sedepends on residence time of the water in very thick soil and sediment diment 
cover typical of alpine karst. Also takes infiltration through cover typical of alpine karst. Also takes infiltration through ponorsponors into into 

account.  account.  

Not effective for flatNot effective for flat--lying Interior Plateaus province.lying Interior Plateaus province.

•• KISBC KISBC –– Canadian method developed in British Columbia. Canadian method developed in British Columbia. 
The process considers three major criteria: 1) The process considers three major criteria: 1) epikarst sensitivityepikarst sensitivity; 2) ; 2) 

surface karst sensitivitysurface karst sensitivity; and 3) ; and 3) subsurface karst potentialsubsurface karst potential. The . The 
procedure also allows for the integration of three modifying facprocedure also allows for the integration of three modifying factors: 1) tors: 1) 

finefine--textured, textured, erodibleerodible soils; 2) karst roughness; and 3) unique or unusual soils; 2) karst roughness; and 3) unique or unusual 
flora/fauna and/or habitats.flora/fauna and/or habitats.

Extremely field intensive and siteExtremely field intensive and site--specific.specific.



Defining Karst Potential and Karst DevelopmentDefining Karst Potential and Karst Development

Karst Potential:Karst Potential: A rank, based on A rank, based on 
stratigraphic and stratigraphic and lithologiclithologic data, of areas data, of areas 
that are subject to the development of that are subject to the development of 
caves, sinkholes, and springs.caves, sinkholes, and springs.

Karst Development:Karst Development: A measure of A measure of ““real real 
worldworld”” karst based on the actual karst based on the actual 
presence of caves, sinkholes, springs and presence of caves, sinkholes, springs and 
similar features.similar features.



Dual system approachDual system approach

Although they are typically readily available, 
lithologic and stratigraphic data have not been 
widely used by themselves to indicate karst 
development.

This fact suggests that GIS stratigraphy layers 
must be calibrated with karst feature data before 
using the files to make karst maps. 

We propose that such a dual potential-
development approach can overcome pitfalls with 
either method alone, and produce a more accurate 
final product.



COMPILING THE KARST COMPILING THE KARST 
DEVELOPMENT INDEXDEVELOPMENT INDEX

Criteria and MethodsCriteria and Methods



KarstKarst Development IndexDevelopment Index
SiteSite--specific Dataspecific Data

Cave and SpringCave and Spring
LocationsLocations

Mapped Caves Mapped Caves 
and Dye Trace and Dye Trace 

RoutesRoutes

Mapped SinkholesMapped Sinkholes Soil ThicknessSoil Thickness



List of criteria considered for the Karst Development IndexList of criteria considered for the Karst Development Index

MAY NOT BE MAY NOT BE 
AVAILABLEAVAILABLE

Estimator of gross porosityEstimator of gross porosityPercent: (cave plan Percent: (cave plan 
length)/ (area of polygon) length)/ (area of polygon) 

Conduit Density: Conduit Density: 
Cave MapsCave Maps

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity
The two data sets are The two data sets are 
combined to provide for a combined to provide for a 
larger data set.larger data set.

KGS  Karst Groundwater KGS  Karst Groundwater 
Basin MapsBasin Maps

Integration of Flow (Ray and Integration of Flow (Ray and 
OO’’Dell, 1993)Dell, 1993)

Length of groundwater Length of groundwater 
dyedye--trace vectors; trace vectors; 

Presence of Inferred Presence of Inferred 
Groundwater routeGroundwater route

KGS Springs databaseKGS Springs databaseEstimator of conduit Estimator of conduit 
permeability and  integrationpermeability and  integration

Count of Springs per unit Count of Springs per unit 
area area 

Springs within the Springs within the 
Study AreaStudy Area

Basin Integration: The two Basin Integration: The two 
data sets are of similar data sets are of similar 
mode, format and mode, format and 
informational value. informational value. 
Combined to provide a Combined to provide a 
larger data set.larger data set.

KSS cave location databaseKSS cave location database11Estimator of conduit Estimator of conduit 
permeability and integration permeability and integration 
of flowof flow

Count ofCount of
entrances per unit areaentrances per unit area

Cave Entrances in Cave Entrances in 
Study AreaStudy Area

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity
No GIS data. Basin specific No GIS data. Basin specific 
data for a small number of data for a small number of 
springs availablesprings available

Indirectly measures the Indirectly measures the 
epikarst and epikarst and baselevelbaselevel
porosityporosity

Discharge or StageDischarge or Stage
0.1 to 1,000 liters/second0.1 to 1,000 liters/second

Hydrograph Hydrograph 
Coefficients forCoefficients for
Study Area SpringsStudy Area Springs

Hydraulic Conductivity/ Hydraulic Conductivity/ 
Missing bedrockMissing bedrock

Voids not recorded digitally Voids not recorded digitally 
for core or other drilling for core or other drilling 
records records 

Directly measures the karst Directly measures the karst 
porosityporosity

Unknown: Potentially Unknown: Potentially 
Zero to 50% of hole Zero to 50% of hole 
depthdepth

Intercepted VoidsIntercepted Voids

Net RechargeNet Recharge
DEM, SSURGO & DEM, SSURGO & 
KGS/KSS Sinkhole KGS/KSS Sinkhole 
coveragecoverage

Relates to capacity to filter Relates to capacity to filter 
recharge and  epikarst recharge and  epikarst 
developmentdevelopment

Percentage of polygon Percentage of polygon 
within highest mapped within highest mapped 
closed contour closed contour 

Sinkhole DensitySinkhole Density

Groundwater Data Groundwater Data 
RepositoryRepository--Water wells Water wells 
drilled since 1984 drilled since 1984 

Median depth to bedrock Median depth to bedrock 
in the polygonin the polygon

Impact of Impact of VadoseVadose ZoneZone

SSURGO or measurements SSURGO or measurements 
in the fieldin the fieldRelates to capacity to filter Relates to capacity to filter 

recharge and coverrecharge and cover--collapse collapse 
sizesize

Range of thickness in the Range of thickness in the 
polygonpolygon

Epikarst Epikarst 
DevelopmentDevelopment

AnalogousAnalogous
DRASTIC FactorDRASTIC Factor

Data Source orData Source or
GIS CoverageGIS Coverage

Hydrogeologic Hydrogeologic 
Relevance of CriteriaRelevance of Criteria

Descriptive Range Descriptive Range 
of Valuesof Values

Karst Development Karst Development 
Index CriteriaIndex Criteria



Criteria utilized for the KDI Criteria utilized for the KDI 

KSS cave map archiveKSS cave map archiveEstimator of gross porosityEstimator of gross porosityPercent: (cave plan Percent: (cave plan 
length)/ (area of polygon)length)/ (area of polygon)

Conduit Density: Conduit Density: 
Cave MapsCave Maps

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity
The two data sets are The two data sets are 
combined to provide for a combined to provide for a 
larger data set.larger data set.

KGS  Karst Groundwater KGS  Karst Groundwater 
Basin MapsBasin Maps

Integration of Flow (Ray and Integration of Flow (Ray and 
OO’’Dell, 1993)Dell, 1993)

Length of groundwater Length of groundwater 
dyedye--trace vectors;trace vectors;

Presence of Inferred Presence of Inferred 
Groundwater routeGroundwater route

KGS Springs databaseKGS Springs databaseEstimator of conduit Estimator of conduit 
permeability and  integrationpermeability and  integration

Count of Springs per unit Count of Springs per unit 
area area 

Springs within the Springs within the 
Study AreaStudy Area

Basin Integration: The two Basin Integration: The two 
data sets are of similar data sets are of similar 
mode, format and mode, format and 
informational value. informational value. 
Combined to provide a Combined to provide a 
larger data set.larger data set.

KSS cave location databaseKSS cave location databaseEstimator of conduit Estimator of conduit 
permeability and integration permeability and integration 
of flowof flow

Count ofCount of
entrances per unit areaentrances per unit area

Cave Entrances in Cave Entrances in 
Study AreaStudy Area

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity
No GIS data. Basin specific No GIS data. Basin specific 
data for a small number of data for a small number of 
springs availablesprings available

Indirectly measures the Indirectly measures the 
epikarst and epikarst and baselevelbaselevel
porosityporosity

Discharge or StageDischarge or Stage
0.1 to 1,000 liters/second0.1 to 1,000 liters/second

Hydrograph Hydrograph 
Coefficients forCoefficients for
Study Area SpringsStudy Area Springs

Hydraulic Conductivity/ Hydraulic Conductivity/ 
Missing bedrockMissing bedrock

Voids not recorded digitally Voids not recorded digitally 
for core or other drilling for core or other drilling 
records records 

Directly measures the karst Directly measures the karst 
porosityporosity

Unknown: Potentially Unknown: Potentially 
Zero to 50% of hole Zero to 50% of hole 
depthdepth

Intercepted VoidsIntercepted Voids

Net RechargeNet Recharge
DEM, SSURGO & DEM, SSURGO & 
KGS/KSS Sinkhole KGS/KSS Sinkhole 
coveragecoverage

Relates to capacity to filter Relates to capacity to filter 
recharge and  epikarst recharge and  epikarst 
developmentdevelopment

Percentage of polygon Percentage of polygon 
within highest mapped within highest mapped 
closed contour closed contour 

Sinkhole DensitySinkhole Density

Groundwater Data Groundwater Data 
RepositoryRepository--Water wells Water wells 
drilled since 1984 drilled since 1984 

Median depth to bedrock Median depth to bedrock 
in the polygonin the polygon

Impact of Impact of VadoseVadose ZoneZone

SSURGO or measurements SSURGO or measurements 
in the fieldin the fieldRelates to capacity to filter Relates to capacity to filter 

recharge and coverrecharge and cover--collapse collapse 
sizesize

Range of thickness in the Range of thickness in the 
polygonpolygon

Epikarst Epikarst 
DevelopmentDevelopment

AnalogousAnalogous
DRASTIC FactorDRASTIC Factor

Data Source orData Source or
GIS CoverageGIS Coverage

Hydrogeologic Hydrogeologic 
Relevance of CriteriaRelevance of Criteria

Descriptive Range Descriptive Range 
of Valuesof Values

Karst Development Karst Development 
Index CriteriaIndex Criteria



DVGQ of the Tell City quadrangleDVGQ of the Tell City quadrangle



Digitized 7.5Digitized 7.5--minute topographic sinkholesminute topographic sinkholes



Karst conduit trace vectorsKarst conduit trace vectors



Cave and Spring LocationsCave and Spring Locations



Depth to bedrock measurementsDepth to bedrock measurements



Final KDI polygon cutFinal KDI polygon cut



Scoring matrix for evaluating the Karst Development IndexScoring matrix for evaluating the Karst Development Index

11223344

⇐⇐ Number of Cave Number of Cave 
Entrances and Springs Entrances and Springs 
per unit area of per unit area of 
PolygonPolygon W = 3W = 3

Cave Cave 
and Spring Densityand Spring Density

11stst QuartileQuartile
Less than 0.15Less than 0.15

per kmper km22

Cave Cave 
and Spring Densityand Spring Density

22ndnd QuartileQuartile
From 0.15 to 0.26 From 0.15 to 0.26 

per kmper km22

Cave Cave 
and Spring Densityand Spring Density

33rdrd QuartileQuartile
From 0.26 to 0.52 From 0.26 to 0.52 

per kmper km22

Cave Cave 
and Spring Densityand Spring Density

44thth QuartileQuartile
Greater than 0.52 Greater than 0.52 

per kmper km22

⇑⇑
Length of Surveyed Length of Surveyed 
Cave or Inferred Cave or Inferred 
Groundwater Flow Groundwater Flow 
Route per unit area  Route per unit area  
W = 2W = 2

11

DepthDepth
< 2.5m (7.5ft)< 2.5m (7.5ft)

Poorly Poorly 
Developed Developed 
KarstKarst

Conduit Density:  1Conduit Density:  1stst

QuartileQuartile
< 0.09 km/km< 0.09 km/km22

11

22

DepthDepth
3.3 m to 5m3.3 m to 5m
(8 to 32 ft.)(8 to 32 ft.)

Moderately Moderately 
Developed Developed 
KarstKarst

Conduit Density:Conduit Density:
22ndnd QuartileQuartile

0.09 to 0.24 km/km0.09 to 0.24 km/km22

22

33

Depth 3.3 m Depth 3.3 m 
to 15 mto 15 m

(13 to 15 ft.)(13 to 15 ft.)

WellWell
Developed  Developed  
KarstKarst

ConduitConduit
Density:Density:

33rdrd QuartileQuartile
0.24 to 0.39 km/km0.24 to 0.39 km/km22

33

44

Depth Depth 
> > 4.65 m4.65 m
(> 15 ft.)(> 15 ft.)

Highly Highly 
Developed Developed 
KarstKarst

Conduit Density:Conduit Density:
44thth QuartileQuartile

> 0.39 km/km> 0.39 km/km22

44

0% to 25%0% to 25%
11stst QuartileQuartile

lest than 0.39lest than 0.39

26% to 50%26% to 50%
22ndnd QuartileQuartile
2.06 to 0.392.06 to 0.39

50% to 75%50% to 75%
33rdrd QuartileQuartile
2.06 to 7.112.06 to 7.11

> 75%> 75%
44thth QuartileQuartile
over 7.11over 7.11

Depth to Bedrock Depth to Bedrock 
(Surrogate for(Surrogate for
Epikarst Development)Epikarst Development)
W= 1      W= 1      ⇓⇓

11223344Sinkhole Area Ratio Sinkhole Area Ratio 
Percent Coverage (RPercent Coverage (RCC) ) 
W = 4         W = 4         ⇒⇒



COMPILING THE KARST COMPILING THE KARST 
POTENTIAL INDEXPOTENTIAL INDEX

Criteria and MethodsCriteria and Methods



Stratigraphy Lithology

10-50%

=

=

=

<10%

>50%

% insolubles

Karst Potential

moderate

low

high



Kentucky Kentucky KarstKarst Potential Map based on 500,000Potential Map based on 500,000--scale geologyscale geology



List of criteria considered for the Karst Potential IndexList of criteria considered for the Karst Potential Index

RechargeRechargeNational and State National and State 
Climate Center DatabasesClimate Center Databases

Directly measures Directly measures 
rechargerecharge

0 to many meters of 0 to many meters of 
precipitationprecipitation

ClimateClimate

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity

LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapgeologic reports and map

Influences Direct Influences Direct 
Recharge and Additional Recharge and Additional 
Indicator of Epikarst Indicator of Epikarst 
DevelopmentDevelopment

5 cm to 5 cm to 
100's of cm100's of cmJoint SpacingJoint Spacing

NoneNone

No GIS data. Basin No GIS data. Basin 
specific data for a small specific data for a small 
number of springs number of springs 
availableavailable

Directly measures the Directly measures the 
epikarst and base level epikarst and base level 
porosityporosity

Less than 5% to 100%Less than 5% to 100%
Percentage of Percentage of 
Stratigraphic Unit Stratigraphic Unit 
that is Insolublethat is Insoluble

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapsgeologic reports and maps

SolubilitySolubility
Range in diameters: Range in diameters: 
equivalent clay grain equivalent clay grain 
size to pebble sizesize to pebble size

Grain SizeGrain Size

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapsgeologic reports and maps

Initial flow path Initial flow path 
availability and availability and 
mechanical strength for mechanical strength for 
conduit developmentconduit development

Less than 10 cm to Less than 10 cm to 
100cm100cmBedding ThicknessBedding Thickness

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic or or mineralogicmineralogic
descriptions in geologic descriptions in geologic 
reports and on mapsreports and on maps

Solubility of the Solubility of the 
carbonate unitcarbonate unit

Less than 10% to Less than 10% to 
100%100%

Mineralogy of the Mineralogy of the 
carbonate rockcarbonate rock

EquivalentEquivalent
DRASTIC FactorDRASTIC Factor

Data Source orData Source or
GIS CoverageGIS Coverage

Hydrogeologic Hydrogeologic 
Relevance of CriteriaRelevance of Criteria

Descriptive Range Descriptive Range 
of Valuesof Values

Karst Potential Karst Potential 
Index CriteriaIndex Criteria



Criteria utilized for the Karst Potential IndexCriteria utilized for the Karst Potential Index

RechargeRechargeNational and State National and State 
Climate Center DatabasesClimate Center Databases

Directly measures Directly measures 
rechargerecharge

0 to many meters of 0 to many meters of 
precipitationprecipitation

ClimateClimate

Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity

LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapgeologic reports and map

Influences Direct Influences Direct 
Recharge and Additional Recharge and Additional 
Indicator of Epikarst Indicator of Epikarst 
DevelopmentDevelopment

5 cm to 5 cm to 
100's of cm100's of cmJoint SpacingJoint Spacing

NoneNone

No GIS data. Basin No GIS data. Basin 
specific data for a small specific data for a small 
number of springs number of springs 
availableavailable

Directly measures the Directly measures the 
epikarst and base level epikarst and base level 
porosityporosity

Less than 5% to 100%Less than 5% to 100%
Percentage of Percentage of 
Stratigraphic Unit Stratigraphic Unit 
that is Insolublethat is Insoluble

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapsgeologic reports and maps

SolubilitySolubility
Range in diameters: Range in diameters: 
equivalent clay grain equivalent clay grain 
size to pebble sizesize to pebble size

Grain SizeGrain Size

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic descriptions in descriptions in 
stratigraphic and other stratigraphic and other 
geologic reports and mapsgeologic reports and maps

Initial flow path Initial flow path 
availability and availability and 
mechanical strength for mechanical strength for 
conduit developmentconduit development

Less than 10 cm to Less than 10 cm to 
100cm100cmBedding ThicknessBedding Thickness

NoneNone
LithologicLithologic or or mineralogicmineralogic
descriptions in geologic descriptions in geologic 
reports and on mapsreports and on maps

Solubility of the Solubility of the 
carbonate unitcarbonate unit

Less than 10% to Less than 10% to 
100%100%

Mineralogy of the Mineralogy of the 
carbonate rockcarbonate rock

EquivalentEquivalent
DRASTIC FactorDRASTIC Factor

Data Source orData Source or
GIS CoverageGIS Coverage

Hydrogeologic Hydrogeologic 
Relevance of CriteriaRelevance of Criteria

Descriptive Range Descriptive Range 
of Valuesof Values

Karst Potential Karst Potential 
Index CriteriaIndex Criteria



LithologicLithologic data gatheringdata gathering



New New lithologiclithologic attribute data compiledattribute data compiled



Scoring matrix for evaluating the Karst Potential IndexScoring matrix for evaluating the Karst Potential Index

11223344

Carbonate grain sizeCarbonate grain size
⇐⇐ W = 1W = 1

CalciruditesCalcirudites
(Bioclastic)(Bioclastic)

CalcareniteCalcareniteCalcisiltiteCalcisiltiteCalcilutiteCalcilutite
((MicriteMicrite))

⇑⇑
Percentage of calcite in the Percentage of calcite in the 
carbonate rock carbonate rock 
W = 3W = 3

11Very Thin Very Thin 
<10cm<10cm

Low Potential*Low Potential*<10% Calcium <10% Calcium 
Carbonate (Carbonate (DolostoneDolostone))

11

22Medium Medium 
1010--30cm30cm

Moderate Moderate 
PotentialPotential

50% to 10% Calcium 50% to 10% Calcium 
Carbonate (Carbonate (CalciticCalcitic
DolostoneDolostone))

22

33ThickThick
3030--100cm100cm

High PotentialHigh Potential90% to 50% Calcium 90% to 50% Calcium 
Carbonate (Carbonate (DolomiticDolomitic
Limestone)Limestone)

33

44Very Very 
Thick Thick 
>100cm>100cm

Very Very 
High PotentialHigh Potential

100% to 90% Calcium 100% to 90% Calcium 
Carbonate (Limestone)Carbonate (Limestone)

44

30% to 50%30% to 50%15 to 30%15 to 30%5 to 15%5 to 15%<5%<5%

Carbonate rock Carbonate rock 
bedding thickness       bedding thickness       
W =  2   W =  2   ⇓⇓

11223344Percentage of Insoluble Rocks and Percentage of Insoluble Rocks and 
Minerals in the Stratigraphic Unit Minerals in the Stratigraphic Unit 
W = 4        W = 4        ⇒⇒



KarstKarst Index CalibrationIndex Calibration



KarstKarst Index CalibrationIndex Calibration



KarstKarst Index CalibrationIndex Calibration



Final Karst Index applied to Final Karst Index applied to DVGQsDVGQs



Comparison with 500k mapComparison with 500k map



Final Final KarstKarst Index applied to Index applied to DVGQsDVGQs –– Original DataOriginal Data



Final Karst Index applied to Final Karst Index applied to DVGQsDVGQs



Final Karst Index applied to Final Karst Index applied to DVGQsDVGQs



DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

•• The KDI and KPI methods correlate well, suggesting that they areThe KDI and KPI methods correlate well, suggesting that they are good good 
criteria for classifying karst in Kentucky.  criteria for classifying karst in Kentucky.  

•• The KDI/KPI project has developed a regional karst classificatioThe KDI/KPI project has developed a regional karst classification method n method 
that is more appropriate for Kentucky and the Interior Plateaus that is more appropriate for Kentucky and the Interior Plateaus province province 

than previously used methods.  than previously used methods.  

•• Groundwater issues are not directly addressed using the KDI/KPI Groundwater issues are not directly addressed using the KDI/KPI 
classification, but it can be used to augment karst groundwater classification, but it can be used to augment karst groundwater 

classification methods.  Does not currently address nonclassification methods.  Does not currently address non--karst catchments karst catchments 
draining onto karst areas.draining onto karst areas.

•• The classification system proposed here does not remove the neceThe classification system proposed here does not remove the necessity ssity 
for field investigations when evaluating site specific karst issfor field investigations when evaluating site specific karst issues.ues.

•• The detailed karst maps produced from this study can aid in manyThe detailed karst maps produced from this study can aid in many areas, areas, 
including planning, hazard evaluation and environmental investigincluding planning, hazard evaluation and environmental investigations.ations.



http://http://www.uky.edu/KGS/gis/sinkpick.htmwww.uky.edu/KGS/gis/sinkpick.htm



Groundwater dye tracing can delineate drainage Groundwater dye tracing can delineate drainage 
basins and identify general conduit flow routesbasins and identify general conduit flow routes



http://http://kgsweb.uky.edu/findpubsmain.aspkgsweb.uky.edu/findpubsmain.asp search:karstsearch:karst



Surveys by cavers directly reveal karst porosity and Surveys by cavers directly reveal karst porosity and 
groundwater flow routesgroundwater flow routes



http://http://www.ksscaves.orgwww.ksscaves.org//



Further WorkFurther Work

•• Investigate the use of relief (derived from Investigate the use of relief (derived from DEMsDEMs) to further refine the ) to further refine the 
KDI matrix.KDI matrix.

•• The KDI as currently calculated is based on four 100K quad sheetThe KDI as currently calculated is based on four 100K quad sheets.  The s.  The 
KDI will be evaluated for all the remaining quads and recalculatKDI will be evaluated for all the remaining quads and recalculated for ed for 

more accurate results.more accurate results.

•• Address the problem of Address the problem of ““quad boundary faultsquad boundary faults”” where necessary.where necessary.

•• Include the final Karst Index map as a base layer on the KGS IntInclude the final Karst Index map as a base layer on the KGS Internet ernet 
Map Server.Map Server.
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GIS:GIS:
••Matthew M. Crawford Matthew M. Crawford 
mcrawford@uky.edumcrawford@uky.edu

••Randall L. Randall L. PaylorPaylor
rpaylor@uky.edurpaylor@uky.edu

Karst Issues:Karst Issues:
••James C. James C. CurrensCurrens
currens@uky.educurrens@uky.edu

Kentucky Geological SurveyKentucky Geological Survey
228 Mining and Minerals Bldg228 Mining and Minerals Bldg

University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40065University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40065
859859--257257--5500 5500 


